
1. Simple Dice Game: 

(you can use any number of dice for this game) 

Choose a number and roll the dice. You score a point every time you roll that number. When you 
roll that number, you get another turn. When that number is not rolled, the turn is over. Mark the 

tally for each time you roll the number.  First one to a certain score of 10 points wins! (Set the 
point total low for young children and higher for older ages.) 

 

 

2. Bugs 

 Requires only 1 die or you can speed it up by using two. With two, the player gets to choose 
which number they want to use for the drawing. 

In this game, each number on the die represents one part of the bug. 

#1 = Body, #2 =Head, #3 =Leg, #4=eye, #5= antenna, #6=tail 

Each player needs to roll a #1 to start and then can add each detail to that part. For instance, you 
cannot add each eye until you have rolled a #2 for the head, but you can add each leg that goes 
on the main body (need to roll a “3” for each one) . The first player to finish their bug, wins. 

You can vary this with a bunny, cat, snowman, face, mouse etc. Just decide what number stands 
for each part to go on the picture. 

 

 

3. Pig 

 Requires one die 

In this game each player rolls the die.  If you roll anything except a “1” you can add that score or 
take a chance and roll again. You can keep rolling and add that number to your score until you 
roll a “1”.   If you roll a “1 “, you lose all the amount you scored on that turn. It is the player’s 

option to quit at anytime and take the score up to that point.  The first player to 100 wins. 

 

 



4. Beat That   

Each player rolls two dice and writes the highest value number that you can make with the two 
numbers on the dice. For instance, if a player rolls a 6 and a 1, they would write “61”. The next 

player rolls the dice and tries to beat that number. The player with the highest number on a 
round, scores a point. First player to 10 points wins.  Vary this for multiplication. Multiply the 
two dice numbers rolled and the highest value on the round scores a point. Add a third die and 
then roll all three. Add the lowest two and then multiply it by the highest number.  Again, the 

highest number of the round scores a point. 

 

5. Going to Town 

This game uses addition. Play with 3 dice. Roll and keep the highest die. Roll the remaining two 
and keep the highest. Roll the last die and add the three numbers for your total score.  Play 

several rounds and the highest total wins. 

 

6. Ladder 

On a piece of paper, draw a ladder and number 1-6 on both sides of the rungs from bottom to top. 
This game requires two dice. Each number 1-6 is crossed off on one side before they can come 
back down the ladder on the other side. For instance, if a player rolls a 1 and a 2, they can cross 

off both the 1 and 2 or they can add them and cross off the 3.  For older players, you can go to 10 
on the rungs; younger players go to 6. When all the numbers are eliminated, that player wins. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Aces in Pot - Compliments of www.all-about-dice.com  
 
Number of players:  2 or more  
Equipment:  2 dice, 1 dice cup, 2 counters per player.    
How to win:  Be the last player to hold a counter.   
Length of Game:  You can choose the number of rounds to play.  
  
Instructions  
1. Each player begins each round with 2 counters.  
2. Each round, players take turns rolling, with the first player throwing 2 dice.  
Example: Max, Danielle and James sit down to play. Max begins the round by rolling a "5" and a "1", or 
"ace".  
3. If an ace is thrown, the player who rolled it must put one counter in the pot per ace.  
Example: Max must put one counter into the pot for the ace he rolled.  
4. In a clockwise rotation, the first player then hands both dice to the next person.  
Example: Max hands the dice to Danielle who rolls a "6" and a "1".  
5. If a "6" is thrown, the player who rolled it must give one counter, per "6", to the player to their 
immediate left.  
Example: Danielle rolled one "6" and must give one counter to James, who sits to her left. She also rolled 
a "1" (or "ace") and must  
put her last counter into the pot.  
6. Only players with counters may continue to take a turn throwing dice.  
Example: Danielle lost both counters and sits out of this round for now. James takes his turn. 
Remember, he has three counters: One  
from Danielle plus his own two. James rolls two "1's". He places two counters in the pot and gives the 
dice to Max, sitting to his left.  
7. When only one player has any counters left, he/she must throw both dice three times. Aces are not 
counted at this point. If  
no "6's" are thrown, he/she wins the pot and the round.  
Example: Let's assume that Max now has 3 counters and 3 counters sit in the pot. Danielle and James 
have none. Max rolls both dice  
once, twice, three times. The first two rolls don't produce a "6". On the third try, he rolls a "2" and a "6".  
8. If a "6" is thrown, the dice and one counter are passed to the left. (If two "6's" are thrown but the 
player only has one  
counter left, that's fine. Just pass the last counter on.)  
Example: Danielle is back in the game since she received one counter from Max. Max keeps the other 2 
counters and play continues. 


